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Abstract
The compatibility between general relativity and the property that space-
times are ebeddable manifolds is further examined. It is shown that the
signature of the embedding space is uniquely determined provided the em-
bedding space is real and its dimension is kept to the minimal. Signature
changes produce complex embeddings which in turn may induce topological
changes in the space-time. Space-time signature preserving symmetries iden-
tify the twisting vector as a real connection on space-time whose curvature is
described by the Ricci’s equation in terms of the second fundamental form.
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1 Introduction
The four-dimensionality of space-time is deeply rooted in experimental facts. On
such grounds there is no direct evidence to support the idea of a higher dimensional
physical space, at least with today’s available level of high energy physics (≈ 103
GeV). Still, the hypothesis of higher dimensional of space-time MD appears to be
consistent with the extra degrees of freedom required by some unified theories. The
two best known examples of geometric unification are based on higher dimensions.
Kaluza-Klein theory, mimics general relativity to the extent that it uses the same
Einstein-Hilbert action with the metric as the dynamical variable. On the other
hand, string theory appeals to the notion of a minimal manifold, using the Nambu-
Goto action with the embedding coordinates as the dynamical variables.
In those high dimensional models, supposedly all dimensions were once, all ac-
cessible. However, at some later time, D − 4 of those dimensions become invisible
so to speak, to any observer with ”low energy” probes (anything below Planck’s
energy: 1019GeV). Such ”dimensional reduction” is usually explained by the inge-
nious spontaneous compactification mechanisms MD → V4 × Bn where V4 is the
four dimensional space-time and Bn is some compact internal space with distinct
characteristics in each theory [1]. In these particular constructions, there are no
differential-geometric constraints imposed on the way V4 and Bn are put together,
resulting that the compact internal spaces play little role in the classical dynamics
of V4.
Another, perhaps more natural, way of introducing higher dimensions is to use
the fact that all manifolds, including space-times are embeddable into some higher
dimensional space MD [2], [3]. However, it is not clear that this mathematical
property is compatible with the physics of the space-times. There are at least two
basic problems which must be solved before we can make good use of the space-time
embeddings. The first problem (the signature problem) referes to the existence of
different embedding signatures for the same space-time. The other problem refers
to the physical role, if any, of the extrinsic curvature.
The number of dimensions D depends on the differentiable nature of the em-
bedding functions. If we agree with Janet and Cartan that those functions are
analytic, then the embedding space has dimension D ≤ d(d + 1)/2 [4]. However,
analytic functions may be too special as compared to differentiable functions to de-
scribe high energy physics. If we assume the more likely differentiable embedding,
the number of dimensions becomes D ≤ d(d + 3)/2 [5]. Of course, in most known
situations we need less than those limits and it makes sense to adopt a principle of
economy of dimensions: If a given space-time has been proven to be embeddable in
D dimensions, then we will not use more than D dimensions. Furthermore, the fact
that it is always possible to find an embedding in a flat space, we will assume that
our embedding space is flat. However, we admit that physics may not act that way.
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As in the Kaluza-Klein model, it is possible that the embedding space is dynamical
with a curvature and topology that changes with time.
Consider a space-time V4 with metric gij , solution of Einstein’s equations and
its local isometric embedding in a flat D-dimensional manifold MD. That is, a 1:1
map
Y : V4 →MD
such that [6]
gij = Y
µ
,iY
ν
,jGµν , N
µ
AY
ν
,iGµν = 0, N
µ
AN
ν
BGµν = gAB = ǫAδAB (1)
where xi are coordinates in space-time and NA are D − 4 vector fields orthogonal
to the embedded space-time 1 Here ǫA = ±1 and Gµν denote the components of the
metric ofMD in the embedding coordinates Yµ. If we prefer, we may use Cartesian
coordinates where the metric of MD has components ηµν .
The embedding functions Yµ(xi) can be obtained by integrating the Gauss and
Weingarten equations:
Yµ;ij = g
MNbijMN
µ
N (2)
N µA ;j = −g
mnbjmAY
µ
,n + g
MNAjAMN
µ
N (3)
where bijA are the components of the second fundamental form and AiAB are the
components of the twisting vector. Since MD is flat we may always choose Yµ as
Cartesian coordinates we obtain explicitly
bijA = −Y
µ
,iN
ν
A,jηµν = Y
µ
,ijN
ν
Aηµν (4)
It follows that bijA is symmetric in the first two indices. Likewise, the expression of
the twisting vector is:
AiAB = N
µ
AN
ν
B,iηµν (5)
so that AiAB = −AiBA. These two quantities, determine completely the extrinsic
geometry of the space-time, giving a measure of the local shape of the space-time
as compared to the tangent space. Obviously, if the embedding of the space-time is
given by the embedding coordinates as for example in [7], then all we have to do is
to calculate N µA, bijA and AiAB [8]. However, if we do so we learn very little over
what we already know from the intrinsic geometry. The situation may be different
if we assume that the embedding is not known but that it results from the space-
time dynamics. Since in general bijA and AiAB are independent of the metric, we
may express this dynamics in terms of those variables instead of the embedding
1Lower case Latin indices run from 1 to 4 and capital Latin indices run from 5 to D, where D
is the smallest possible embedding dimension. All Greek indices run from 1 to D. The indicated
antissymetrization applies only to the indice of the same kind near the brackets.
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coordinates Yµ. The integrability conditions for (2) and (3) are the well known
Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations for sub manifolds which may be written as
Rijkl = 2g
MNbi[kMbj]lN ,
bi[jA;k] = g
MNA[kAMbj]iN ,
A[jAB;k] + g
MNA[jMAAk]NB = −g
mnbm[jAbk]nB
(6)
There are some specific procedures for integrating these equations, as for example
in [9],[10]. In the next section we look at the signature problem and in section 3 we
deal with the interpretation of the twisting vector as a gauge field.
2 The Signature Problem
Assuming that the space-time has Lorentz signature, then the embedding space has
necessarily a pseudo Euclidean signature, possibly with several time-like directions,
one of them necessarily lying on the tangent plane. It is possible to find different
embedding signatures for the same space-time. If the extrinsic properties of the
space-time are to be physically relevant, then such ambiguity is not acceptable. The
mentioned principle of economy of dimensions has the following consequence:
Theorem 1 IF D is the smallest dimension in which we can isometrically embed a
non-flat space-time V4 in a real spaceMD, then the signature of this space is unique.
Suppose that we have two embeddings of the same space-time Y : V4 → MD
and Y ′ : V4 → M
′
D which differ only in signature: p − q in the first case and
p′ − q′ in the second case. Since the tangent spaces to V4 have the same Minkowski
signature, without loss of generality they may be identified. That is, we may define
a map T : MD →M′D such that its derivative T ∗ restricted to the tangent space
TV4 is the identity: T
∗⌋TV4 = T
∗
1 = Id. On the other hand, the restriction T
∗
2 to
the subspaces V ⊥4 of MD orthogonal to the space-time, T
∗⌋TV ⊥
4
is a general linear
transformation (figure 1). In terms of the embedding coordinates and normal vectors
this is equivalent to
Y ′
µ
,i = Y
µ
,i, and N
′
B = T
A
BNA (7)
From (4), the second fundamental form transforms as b′ijB = T
A
BbijA so that for
the second embedding Gauss equation is
Rijkl = 2g
′MNb′i[kMb
′
l]jN , (8)
4
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Fig.1: Two embeddings of V4
Comparing with Gauss’ equation in (6) we obtain
2
D∑
A=5
g′′
AB
bi[kAbl]jB = 0, (9)
where we have denoted
g′′
AB
= gAB − g′MNTAMT
B
N . (10)
It remains to see if (9) admits a non trivial solution g′′AB of the form ǫ′′AδAB , with
ǫ′′A = ±1. We have the following possibilities
a) All g′′AB coincide with gAB:
g′′AB = gAB ∀ A,B = 5, ..., D. In this case we have g′MNTAMT
B
N = 0 which
is not possible since the left hand side of equation (8) becomes identically zero,
contradicting the hypothesis of a non flat V4.
b) Only some values of g′′AB coincide with gAB.
For example, suppose that g′′AB 6= gAB for A,B = 5, ..., D1 and g′′
AB = gAB for
A,B = D1 + 1, ..., D, where 5 < D1 < D. From (9), it follows that
2
D1∑
A,B=5
g′′ABbi[kAbl]jB + 2
D∑
A,B=D1+1
gABbi[kAbl]jB = 0.
Therefore, replacing the last term in the Gauss equation of (6), we get
Rijkl = 2
D1∑
A,B=5
gABbi[kAbl]jB+2
D∑
A,B=D1+1
gABbi[kAbl]jB = 2
D1∑
A,B=5
(gAB−g′′AB)bi[kAbl]jB.
Since, the quadratic form gAB − g′′AB can always be diagonalized, we may write
gAB − g′′AB = g′′′AB = ǫ′′′Aδ
AB. Therefore the last equation corresponds to Gauss’
5
equation for a third embedding of V4 in a space with D1 dimensions, contradicting
the hypothesis.
c) The remaining possibility corresponds to a trivial solution g′′AB = 0, ∀ A,B =
5, .., D. In other words,
gAB = TAMg
′MNTN
B. (11)
In matrix notation, g = Tg′T t, so that (detT )2 = detg/detg′. Therefore, we have
det(T ) = ±1, or det(T ) = ±i.
In the cases det(T ) = ±1 the signature of the embedding space remains un-
changed. In particular when det(T ) = 1, T belongs to the group of pseudo rotations
of the normal vectors N µA. Since the tangent space to V4 has Minkowski signature
and MD has signature p− q, this group is SO(p− 3, q − 1).
On the other hand if det(T ) = ±i we have different signatures corresponding to
a complex T . A complexification MD/C1 of MD is defined by a pair of maps [11]:

+ :MD ×MD −→MD ×MD given by (u, v) + (w, x) = (u+ w, v + x)
∗ :MD ×MD −→MD ×MD given by (u, v) ∗ (w, t) = (uw − vt, vw + ux)
In our case, the complexification ofMD induced by T occurs only on the subspace of
MD orthogonal to the space-time V4 which remains real and preserves its light cone
structure. The resulting complex manifold MD/C1, defines a ”complex embedding”
of a real space-time.
As a classic example of the signature change problem consider two well known
embeddings of the Schwarzschild space-time in six dimensional pseudo Euclidean
flat spaces:
Kasner [7]: K : V4 →M6 ds2 = dY21 + dY
2
2 − dY
2
3 − dY
2
4 − dY
2
5 − dY
2
6 ,
Fronsdal [12]: F : V4 →M′6 − ds
2 = dY ′21 − dY
′2
2 − dY
′2
3 − dY
′2
4 − dY
′2
5 − dY
′2
6,
given by (here we assume mass units such that 2m = 1):
K


Y1 = (1− 1/r)1/2cost
Y2 = (1− 1/r)1/2sint
Y3 = f(r), (df/dr)2 =
1+4r3
4R3(r−1)
Y4 = rsenθsinφ
Y5 = rsinθcosφ
Y6 = rcosθ
and F


Y ′1 = 2(1− 1/r)
1/2sinh(t/2)
Y ′2 = 2(1− 1/r)
1/2cosh(t/2)
Y ′3 = g(r), (dg/dr)
2 = (r
2+r+1)
r3
Y ′4 = rsenθsinφ
Y ′5 = rsinθcosφ
Y ′6 = rcosθ
In the first case we have two time-like dimensions while in the second case we have
only one (we are using −ds2 instead of ds2. Both correspond to the same space-
time, except for a difference in topology: In K, the space-time extends only to r = 1,
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while in F it extends to r=0. The second embedding corresponds in fact to Kruskal’s
space-time, or the maximal analytic extension of the Schwarzschild space-time.
Notice that the embedding defined by Kasner is not causal. Any curve in the
plane (Y1,Y2) with a parameter range greater than 2π is closed in that embedding
[12]. Since we are required to perform genuine non-local experiments to apply the
equivalence principle and to distinguish causal and non causal propagations, we
cannot rely on the implicit function theorem alone to characterize an embedding
properly. Unless he remains strictly local, an observer in the space-time would be
able to detect if his space-time is embedded or not simply by observing a classical
breaking of causality. In essence we are saying that the Kasner embedding cannot
be used as a physical embedding. Nonetheless, the Schwarzschild space-time can
be seen as a subset embedded in Kruskal’s space-time defined by an extension map
Ψ [13]. That is, there is a third embedding of Schwarzschild’s space-time, given by
composite map FoΨ. This embedding is consistent with the one defined by Fronsdal
and it has the appropriate signature.
✲
✲
❄ ❄
❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❥
V ′4
V4 MD
M′D
F
K
Ψ FoΨ T
Fig.2: Two embeddings of Schwarzschild space-time
The matrix representing T is
(TAB) =
(
a b
c d
)
.
Replacing in (11) with g55 = 1, g66 = −1 and g
′
55 = 1, g
′
66 = 1, we obtain
a2 + b2 = 1, c2 + d2 = −1, ac+ bd = 0, (ad− bc)2 = −1
One possible solution is a = d = 0, c = i, b = 1, so that T is indeed complex.
The change of signature of MD may have some topological consequences. This
can be seen by taking the embedding diagrams for Schwarzschild (Kasner) and
Kruskal (Fronsdal) space-times: In figure 3, the circle in the left represent an open
sphere S2 which intersects the semi planes IR2I and IR
2
II , excluding the plane r =
2m = 1. The corresponding topology is then (IR2I ∪ IR
2
II)× S
2. On the other hand,
in the right hand side the topology is IR2 × S2 [18].
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Fig.3: Topology change with signature change
The above result shows that by use of complex embeddings it is possible to
preserve the space-time signature while altering only the signature of the embed-
ding space. For example, we may use complex transformations to make MD truly
Minkowskian (with just one time like dimension) and use it as a fixed background
in a canonical quantization procedure while keeping intact the space-time signature.
In this case the group of rotations of the normal vectors is SO(D − 4) whose im-
portance will be seen in the next secion. This may be relevant for the recent debate
on the need or not of changing the space-time signature to apply path integrals in
quantum cosmology (see e.g. [14],[15],[17]), provided it could be made dynamical.
That is, considering the embedding equations as part of the dynamical equations,
together with Einstein’s equations. In this case, any 4-surface of decontinuity of
the second fundamental form bij may induce a classical change of signature of MD
in a process analogous to that described in [15] and eventual topological changes
[16]. To see how this dynamics takes place we need an easier way to interpret the
fundamental equations (6) which control the extrinsic curvature of the space-time.
3 The Twisting Connection
In the following we consider the embeddings of a given space-time in a real space
with the same signature2 p + q. Therefore the signature preserving symmetery is
T = SO(p− 3, q − 1).
The fundamental theorem of sub manifolds says that given the symmetric tensor
gij, D − 4 tensors bijA and (D− 4)(D− 5)/2 vectors AiAB satisfying (6) then there
2We consider as equivalent signatures which differ only by a factor −1, or by a mere relabelling
of the embedding coordinates
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is a 4-dimensional sub manifold of a flat space MD which has gij as its metric, bijA
as its second fundamental form and AiAB as its twisting vector.
When we apply this theorem to a space-time, we have an embedded manifold
which acts as the arena for low and high energy phenomena. We could well ask
what prevents the space-time from “diluting” into the ambient space. That is, why
it holds together as a four-dimensional sub manifold of MD ? Put in another way,
a high energy particle collision or a pair creation could in principle eject a particle
from space-time into the ambient space. However at the current energy level this is
not observed. It appears that at this level of energy the space-time submanifold is
stable. In the following we show that the twisting vector AiAB may play a role in
that dynamics.
Since we are not assuming any external forces acting on the space-time, we may
take those curves as geodesics of MD. For each direction NA we may define the
parameter xA so that the geodesic coordinates are Zµ = Zµ(xi, xA):
∂2Zγ
∂xA2
+ Γγαβ
∂Zα
∂xA
∂Zβ
∂xA
= 0. (12)
For simplicity but without loss of generality, let us take Zµ as geodesic coordinate
ofMD (actually, sinceMD is flat we may take Cartesian coordinates). In this case
Γγαβ = 0 and we may write Z
µ(xi, xA) = Yµ(xi) + xANµA. The metric of MD in the
Gaussian coordinate system (xi, xA) is
G ′αβ = Z
µ
αZ
ν
βGµν =
(
g˜ij + x
AxBgMNAiMAAjNB giA
gjB gAB
)
(13)
where we have denoted
g˜ij = gij − 2x
AbijA + x
AxBgmnbimAbjnB, and giA = x
MAiMA.
Now let us consider a remarkable property of the twisting vector:
Theorem 2 Under an infinitesimal pseudo rotation of the normal vectors N , the
twisting vector transforms as:
A′iAB = AiAB − f
EF
AB MNAiEFΘ
MN −ΘAB ,i (14)
where fEFAB MN denote the structure constants and Θ
MN denote the parameters of the
group SO(p− 3, q − 1).
From (13) we may express the torsion vector as AiAB = ∂GiA/∂x
A. Therefore under
an infinitesimal transformation of SO(p− 3, q − 1):
x′i = xi, x′A = xA + ξA
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Keeping only the linear terms in ξ, the infinitesimal transformation of AiAB is:
A′iAB =
∂G ′iA
∂xB′
= (δMA − ξ
M
A )
∂
∂x′M
(
(δµi − ξ
µ
,i)(δ
ν
A − ξ
ν
,A)Gµν
)
.
Since ξk = 0 and ξA = ΘAM(x
i)xM we end up with
A′iAB = AiAB − 2g
MNAiM [AΘNB] −Θ
M
A,igMB. (15)
The Lie algebra of SO(p− 3, q − 1) with generators LAB is given by [LMN , LPQ] =
fMNPQAB L
AB, where
fMNPQAB = 4αδ
[N
A g
M ][Pδ
Q]
B and f
PQ
ABMN = 4αδ
P
[AgB][Mδ
Q
N (16)
where α is a some normalization constant. Therefore,
A′iAB = AiAB − 2AiEF
1
4α
fEFABMNΘ
MN −ΘMAgMB.
Hence, for α = 1/2 we obtain (14), which is the same as the transformation of a
gauge potential in Yang-Mills theory, with gauge group SO(p− 3, q − 1).
Defining Lie-algebra valued ”twisting” vector field
Ai = AiABL
AB.
The transformation (14) suggests that Ai induce a gauge-like connection in V4, the
twisting connection, with the corresponding “gauge” covariant derivative operator
by
Di = ∇i + βAi.
where β is another constant to be appropriately chosen, not necessarily meaning a
coupling constant. This covariant derivative acts on Lie algebra valued functions f
as Dif = ∇if + β[Ai, f]. In particular, for scalar functions f , Dif = ∇if , so that
Digjk = 0. Using tha fact that ∇iLAB = 0, we obtain the commutator
[Di, Dj] = β(∇iAj −∇jAi + β[Ai, Aj ]), (17)
Next we consider the Clifford algebra associated with the metric gAB defined by
EAEB + EBEA = 2gABE0
where E0 is the identity element EAE0 = E0EA = EA. This algebra is closely
related with the isometry group of gAB. In fact, if the Lie algebra of this group is
generated by LAB, then [19]
LAB =
1
γ
[EA, EB], (18)
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where again γ is another scale constant to be chosen. The indices A, B,... are
raised and lowered with gAB and g
AB such that EA = gABEB. Therefore given the
coefficients of the second fundamental form bijA, we may define the Clifford algebra
valued tensors bij = bijAE
A.
Theorem 3 If Fij is the curvature associated with the twisting connection, then
Codazzi’s and Ricci’s equations are respectivelly equivalent to
D[kbij] = 0 (19)
Fij = −2g
mnbm[ibj]n (20)
In fact, since Di and [Di, Dj] are Lie-algebra valued functions, we may write
[Di, Dj] = [Di, Dj]ABL
AB, where we have denoted (from (17))
[Di, Dj]AB = β
(
∇iAjAB −∇jAiAB + βAiMNAjPQf
MNPQ
AB
)
. (21)
From the definition of structure constants it follows that
fMNPQAB L
AB = [LMN , LPQ]ABL
AB
Therefore, (21) may be written as
[Di, Dj]AB = 2β(∇[iAj]AB + βg
MNA[iMAAj]NB) (22)
Comparing the right hand side of this expression to the left hand side of Ricci’s
equation in (6) we obtain with β = −1, Di = ∇i − Ai and
[Di, Dj] = g
mnbm[jAbi]nB
1
γ
[EA, EB] =
4
γ
gmnb[jmbi]n (23)
To complete the demonstartion, introduce the notation
DNkA = δ
N
A∇kbjiN − g
MNAkAM .
Then the second equation (6) can be written as
DN[kAbj]iN = 0, (24)
On the other hand, using the definition of Di, the gauge covariant derivative of bij
is given by
Dkbij = ∇kbij − [Ak, bij ] (25)
but, we can easily see that
[Ak, bij ] = Akbij − bijAk =
8
γ
gABAkCBbijAE
C
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Consequently,
Dkbji =
(
δMA ∇k −
8
γ
gMNAkAN
)
bijME
A
Comparing with (24) it follows that for γ = 8 we obtain Codazzi’s equation (19):
D[kbij] = D
M
[kAbij]ME
A = 0
Finally, the curvature associated with Ai is Fij = [Di, Dj], so that from (23) we
obtain (20)
As we see, Gauss and Ricci’s equations are equivalent in the sense that the
curvature tensors of the Levi-Civita and twisting connections in terms of the variable
bij , which acts as a source field subjected to Codazzi’s equation.
For completeness we may also write Gauss equation in the same algebraic form.
This is easily accomplished using the definition of EA in the first equation of (6),
obtaining
RijklE
0 = bi[kbl]j − bj[kbl]i
We conclude that the conditions for the embedding of a space-time may be com-
patible with with the physics of the space-time physics, provided the integrability
conditions are included as part of the dynamics and with the addoption of the prin-
ciple of economy of dimensions.
The hidden internal indices A,B, .. in the algebraic form of the equations (19),(20)
and (2), merely reflect the degrees of freedom for the embedding which is defined
up to a transformation of the normal vectors. As such they do not affect the num-
ber of independent equations. To understand the space-time as a four-dimensional
submanifold and why it stays like that, depends on further understanding of bij and
Ai as physical fields in addition to the metric (the gravitational field). This will be
dealt with in a subsequent paper.
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